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In a series ofpapersl-6 published in this Journal， a mo-
mentum-space method has been developed and applied to 
the problem of van der Waals interaction between two 
ground-state hydrogen atoms. The Fock transformation 7-9 
ofthe momentum variable has been employed to expand the 
integral kernel of the momentum-space perturbation equa-
tion in terms of the four-dimensional spherical harmonics. 
Then the perturbation equation is reduced to an infinite 
number of algebraic linear equations， whose solution with an 
appropriate truncation yields the coefficients of the linear 
combination of spherical harmonics used to represent the 
perturbation wave function. High accuracy of the resultant 
nonvariational wave function in a series form has been veri-
fied 10 based on the local energy11.12 examination in both mo-
mentum and position spaces. Succeedingly， these accurate 
perturbation wave functions have been used 1-6 to evaluate 
various van der Waals constants between ground-state hy-
drogen atoms， including the leading relativistic correction 
W4・
In the present note， we first show the fundamental sig-
nificance ofthe two-and three-body interactions in a general 
N-hydrogen atomic system. We then report some van der 
Waals constants for the nonadditive three-body interaction， 
obtained directly from the above perturbation wave func-
tion. We also report improved values for several two-body 
interaction constants; a few of their previous values2 have 
been found to be incorrect in the last two decimal places. 
Let us consider the van der Waals interaction system of 
N ground-state hydrogen atoms. Since the perturbation po・
tential is the sum of pairwise potentials， the first order per-
turbation wave function of this system can be e司pr回sedas 
N N ・1
I{I(1) ( 1，2，…，N) = エ|砂，(l)(i，j)L Is(k~I.， 
i>j= 1 l k(#iJ) 
where Is(k) is the Is orbital on the k th atom and 1t(1) (i，j) is 
the two-body first order perturbation wave function for a 
pair of atoms i and j.Then the first order energy E (1)vanishes 
identically， while the second order energy E (2)is found to be 
purely additive: 
N 
Eω L e(2)(i，j)， (2a) 
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ε(2)(i，j) = (1s(i) ls(j) lV(l)(i，j) 1It(l)(i，j)) ， (2b) 
w here e) (i，j) is the second order energy for a pair of atoms i 
andj resulting from the perturbation potential VW (i， j). The 
third order energy Eωconsists ofthe additive two-body and 
nonadditive three-body terms: 
N N 
Eω=ヱε(3)(i，j)+ L e(3)(i，j，k)， (3a) 
ε(3)(i，j) = (ず1)(i，j) lV(l)(i，j) It(l)(i，j)) ， (3b) 
ε(3)(i，j，k) 
= 2(ザ1)(i，j) Is(k) I V(l)(k，i) I t(l)(j，k) Is(i)) 
+ 2(ザ1)(j，k) Is(i) I V(l)(i，j) It(l)(k，i) Is(j)) 
+ 2(砂，(I)(k，i)Is(j) I V(l)(j，k) Iずl)(i，j)Is(k)) ， (3c) 
???，?? 、
where e3)(i，j) and e(3)(i，j，k) are the third order two-and 
three-body energies， respectively. So long as we consider the 
perturbation correction up to the third order， the van der 
Waals interaction among N hydrogen atoms can be de-
scribed by the two-body energies e2)(i，j) and e(3)(i，j) and 
the three-body energy e3)(i，j，k). Thus the two-and three-
body interaction constants are fundamental quantities for 
the van der Waals interaction. 
When the multipole expansion 13.14 is applied to the per・
turbation potential， the two-body function t(l)(i，j)， and 
hence the interaction energy， are expanded as a power series 
ofthe 玲ciprocalinteratomic distance R ;1. The procedure 
for obtaining the coefficients C" of R ;"( 6.，;n.，; 11) for the 
two-body energies e(2)(i，j) and e(3)(i，j) has been already de-
scribed in detail. 1.~ ，4 
The evaluation of the three-body energy e3)(i，j，k) re-
quires an additional rotation of spherical harmonics， since 
the function t(l) (i， j) is given in a local coordinate system 
defined by the line connecting the atoms i andj. This can be 
performed by the introduction ofthe rotational matrix， 15.16 
and each term of the three咽bodycontribution is found 17 to be 
a product of an interaction constant and a geometrical factor 
which depends on the relative conformation of the three 
atoms. The latter coincides with the expression given by 
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TABLE 1.Several van der Waals coefficients among ground-state hydrogen atoms in atomic units 
Two-body interaction Three-body interaction 
-C6 = 6.499 026 705 405 839 3， 
-C. = 124.399 083 583 622 34 
-C lOa = 1135.214 039 899 849， 
-C 10b = 2150.614 375 067 5726 
C"a = 3475.888 484 269 
- Zddd = 7.214 154 836 878 659 446 
Zddq = 78.707 166 385 333 902 89 
- Zddo = 1424.065 957 847 737 965 
Zdqq = 289.371 190 569 258 1084 
Zq判=359.157 929 844 292 015. 
民 =0.462 806 538 843 27. 
a The leading third order term proportional to R -1 '. 
Bell. 18 The interaction constants Zt，t.人aredetermined by the 
coe飴cientsof four-dimensional spherical harmonics ap-
pearing in砂(1)(i，j).
Using the perturbation wave function given in Refs. 1 
and 2， we have been able to evaluate these constants very 
accurately for five types of interactions， i.e.， ddd， ddq， ddo， 
dqq， and qqq interactions where d， q， and 0 mean， respective-
ly， the dipole， quadrupole， and octupole contributions. Our 
final values for the five types of interaction constants are 
summarized in Table 1.We have obtained convergent values 
with a few more significant figures than Thakkar， 19 who has 
very recently reported an accurate and extensive compila-
tion of the van der Waals constants for the hydrogen atom 
based on the pseudostate method (see also Ref. 20). Also 
tabulated in Table 1 are several two-body interaction con-
stants with improved accuracy. The previous values2 for C8， 
C lOa' and C IOb are found to be incorrect in their last two 
decimal places. The table is a summary of the van der Waals 
constants for the ground-stat~ hydrogen atom， obtained di-
rectly from the perturbation wave function resu1ting from 
the nonvariational momentum-space method. 
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a preprint ofRef. 19. He is also grateful to Mr. T. Matsuha-
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